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Optimal data collection
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• not ‘one size fits all’
• depends on content (disease)
• depends on methodology (type of question)



Main distinction
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• effect
• depends on disease
• requires randomised trials

• side-effect
• disaster control
• requires efficient design

• randomised trials rarely feasible
• observational studies often valid



Disasters
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• thalidomide (Softenon ®)
• no prior research

• di-ethylstilbestrol (DES)
• no prior research

• postmenopausal hormones
• wrong research



Disasters: how were they discovered?
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• thalidomide (Softenon ®)

• small case series



Disasters: how were they discovered?
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• di-ethylstilbestrol (DES)

• small case-control study
• previously pregnant women with cancer
• previously pregnant women without cancer



Disasters: how were they discovered?
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• postmenopausal hormones
• summary of 35 studies



Disaster became widespread
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country age prevalence number of users

USA 40+ 22.4% 30 million women
UK 50+ 33.0% 3 million women

Italy 45+ ~8%
Spain 40+ ~4%
Germany 45+ ~23%
Denmark 50+ ~30%
Netherlands 50+ ~15%
Greece 50+ ~2%

data 1999-2002



Disaster: early warnings not heeded
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Disasters: how were they discovered?
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• postmenopausal hormones
• randomised trial

• trial of 16 000 women
• increased risk of

• coronary disease
• ischaemic stroke
• breast cancer



How to investigate effects and side-effects
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• randomised controlled trial (RCT)

• cohort study

• case-control study

• case series



How to investigate effects and side-effects
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• randomised controlled trial (RCT)

• cohort study

• case-control study

• case series



Observational studies
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• may suffer from chance findings
• as do all studies

• may suffer from confounding by indication
• as is typical for observational studies

• try to reduce likelihood of spurious finding
• replication, preferably in different population
• adjustment

• If confounding cannot be adjusted for: randomise



Why is randomisation so powerful?
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• it removes confounding

• confounding: two groups that are compared differ in 
the presence of another cause of disease

• example: grey hair and mortality

• other example: doctor who chooses treatment
• give new drug to younger patients
• give lower dose to people with renal disease
• decide on treatment based on many factors



Confounding by indication
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low risk

hormones heart disease

spurious association  

- non-smokers
- low blood pressure
- low cholesterol
- ..................



Confounding by indication
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low risk

hormones heart disease

spurious association  

- non-smokers
- low blood pressure
- low cholesterol
- ..................

correct association  



Experimental versus observational
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studies on treatment effects (‘intended effects’)
• physician ties treatment to prognosis
• many subtle factors, adjustment ineffective
• randomisation nearly always required

studies on side-effects (‘unexpected effects’)
• treatment unrelated to risk profile
• no or adjustable confounding
• observational studies often valid
• but if randomised, always superior



Example: recombinant vs plasma-derived FVIII
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Observational studies unclear
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SIPPET: RCT of rFVIII vs pdFVIII
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44.5% (CI95 34.7-54.3)

26.8% (CI95 18.3-35.2)

HR = 1.87

28.4% (CI95 19.6-37.2)

18.6% (CI95 11.1-26.9)

HR = 1.69

all

high-titre



Two levels of thinking
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• level of confidence about the evidence
• study design
• prior likelihood
• plausibility of outcome

• which level of confidence is required
• harm versus benefit



When to act: effect versus harm
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• Less certainty required to act on signal of harm than of 
benefit

Threshold to act for effect

Threshold to act for harm
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Example
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• this brand of car uses the least petrol

versus

• this brand of car tends to explode spontaneously



General conclusions
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• optimal design choice requires methodological expertise

• studies of efficacy
• randomisation required

• studies of side-effects
• observational studies under assumptions valid
• randomised studies rarely feasible, but superior

• signals of harms should be viewed differently
• Paradoxical reluctance to take action by physicians, 

industry, regulators



Monitoring side effects in haemophilia
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optimal design

• must take into account low prevalence
• independent studies by independent researchers

• attempt randomised trials when necessary

• when observational studies are possible
• include unselectively all patients in a region
• include patients early (inception cohort)
• start registers that allow cohort and case-control analyses
• harmonise data collection
• keep it simple
• act


